LANCS CAT CLUB SHOW – 8.3.14
Mrs Sally Tokens
I would like to say a huge thank you to Chris and her hard working team for their kind
invitation and excellent hospitality. It was a busy day with some very nice cats.
OLYMPIAN ADULT FEMALE; OLY GR CC; Brock UK IGR CH KARAMUSHI TUTUFRUITY
seal tortie Siamese. A lovely medium sized female of six and a half years old. Long body
which is quite svelte the tummy is just a touch rounded. Nicely balanced body, legs and
feet. Small paws which are oval in shape. Tail is long and tapering to the tip. Head is nicely
balanced with good width between the ears which are large in size and wide at the base,
following the lines of the wedge. Straight profile. Fine muzzle. Fairly good chin. Bite is
level although she has some teeth missing. Eyes slanting towards the nose and a brilliant
intense blue which I thought had kept its depth of colour considering her age. A short
coat which is fine in texture, some gloss present and close lying. Points are showing seal
brown with shades of red, some shading to the body coat which is in tone with the points
and still affording to a contrast.
RES OLY GR CC; Stewart IMP GR CH BARLEYFIELDS SNOW-FAIRY orange eyed white
Persian. Not yet three years old and nicely developed with a short cobby body set low on
the legs. Small ears which are well placed. Skull is nicely formed. Cheeks full and round.
Level bite. Large rounded eyes of a very good orange colour. Short broad nose and a good
stop with nice size leather and nostrils. Coat is long and quite full with just a limited
amount of undercoat, very well groomed and pristine white. Large paws which are well
tufted. Tail is short and very well covered. Long furnishings to the ears. Small ruff to
frame the face. A very nice female.
NOT PLACED; Kaplan UK IGR CH BAYGAZER KAWNIQUE-KATARINA blue Birman. Seven
and a half years old and with lovely bone and adequate weight. Ears are medium in size and
well placed. Nice width to fairly full cheeks. Eyes are almost round and showing a lovely
blue colour. Slight dip to the profile and a level bite. Just a tiny bit pinched in the muzzle
today. Coat is lacking in depth of undercoat, very well groomed and soft to touch, clear and
free from shading. Medium blue to all the points which are well matched. Tail just reaching
to the shoulders and is lightly furnished. Gloves are symmetrically marked, socks are equal,
length and breadth of the gauntlets are well matched.
NOT PLACED; Miller IGR CH FUSHOULOU SHOUXING chocolate Birman. Six years old
and showing lovely bone and weight. Well set ears which are medium in size. Lovely width to
the cheeks and the muzzle is very nicely rounded. Almost round eyes showing a nice blue
colour. Slight dip in the profile with a bump to the nose which detracts from the overall
balance. Level bite. Tail not quite reaching the shoulder blades and is lightly covered and a
slightly lighter chocolate colouring with the rest of the points nicely matched. Scalloped
gloves, socks even. Gauntlets equal in length and breadth. Body coat is soft and clear and
quite full. Nicely groomed.
NOT PLACED; Grant IGR CH NOYNAROCK GRETA black smoke and white Norwegian
Forest Cat. A very good length to the body and super bone and weight. Ears are large in
size and nicely furnished set quite high with a good width at the base. A triangular head

shape with a straight profile. Chin just a little weak. Slightly rounded forehead. Oval
shaped eyes which are green in colour. Level bite. Standing taller on the back legs. Tail is
quite bushy and almost reaching to the shoulder blades. A small shirt front. Very good coat
length and a coarse texture can be felt. Showing smoke contrasts with an almost white
undercoat and a lovely black to form a mantle. White to the paws and a strip along her
tummy. White to the muzzle, nose and chest. Very nicely groomed. Wonderful
temperament and a pleasure to handle.
NOT PLACED; Phillips IGR CH MELKELTER MISSFELICITA Russian blue. Four years old
and with a fabulous temperament and a pleasure to handle. Medium strong boned and quite
well muscled. A short wedge with the top of the head flat. A shallow concave curve to the
profile. Chin matches to the nose and shows a vertical plane. The ears are large in size with
a nice width at the base and they are set vertically to the head. Green colouring to the
eyes which could be a little stronger in colour and almond in shape. Nice long legs with oval
shaped feet. Tail is quite long and balances with the body, showing the odd ghost tabby
marking. Coat just feeling a touch harsh today and not having a dense undercoat. The coat
is an even blue with a silvery sheen. Colour extends down to the roots.
NOT PLACED; Chapman-Beer IGR CH CATAMARIAN EVITA (27a) F 13.8.10 blue
Burmese. She was in my top three, just over three years old. Superb temperament and a
joy to handle. Medium in size and with a lovely weight. The chest is rounded with a straight
back. Tail is a little short in length and tapered to a rounded tip. Head is nicely balanced
with the body with medium sized ears that slightly tilt forward. A rounded top to the
head. Large eyes which are well set and showing a top curved line towards the nose and the
lower line is nicely rounded being chartreuse in colour. A distinct break to the nose. Level
bite. Wide cheek bones and the chin is quite strong. Well balanced head. A short coat
which is fine in texture and close lying to the body. A satin like feel. The colour of the
coat is sound and even all over of a soft blue grey colour. Very nicely groomed.
AOV SLH PREMIER MALE; GR PC; Periman PR DIZZIPAWS ROBERTO blue mitted
ragdoll just over four years old. A stunning looking lad with a temperament to match.
Excellent strong bone and wonderful substance. Ears are medium in size and slightly tilt
forward. Flat plane to the top of the head. Cheeks are full and the muzzle is well formed.
Eyes with a slightly oblique shape and medium blue colour. Gentle dip in the profile. Level
bite. A very full coat with a wonderful undercoat, groomed down to the last hair and with a
silken texture. White mittens to the front feet, white back legs and a white chin. Stunning
looking lad.
RES GR PC; Lawson PR OTTOMAINE LITTLE BOY BLUE blue classic tabby maine coon
coming up to five years old. Excellent strong bone and very good weight. Rectangular body
shape and a square rump. Ears are large in size and with long tufts. Cheeks are fairly full
with high set cheek bones. Light gold colouring to the eyes which are of a slightly oblique
aperture and set. Slight concave curve at the nasal bridge. Square muzzle. Nice depth just
a touch more breadth to the chin. Level bite. Coat a little solid along his back with a well
defined m to the forehead. Lines from the corner of the eyes across the cheeks. Spotted
whisker pads. Tail is well covered and reaching the shoulders, showing the odd tabby ring.

AOV SLH PREMIER FEMALE; GR PC; Richardson & Harling PR BRILTHOR BARTLOCE
blue maine coon of four years old. Very strong and well developed female with lovely bone
and very good weight. Large ears which are set quite high with a good width apart but she
tends to hold them down a little. Profile has a slight concave curve at the nasal bridge.
High set cheek bones with the cheeks fairly full. Square muzzle. Green colouring to nicely
shaped eyes. Just a little more breadth to the chin for balance. Tail is just long enough
and is well furnished. Small ruff to frame the face. Large paws with very nice tufts.
Medium blue to the coat which is sound and even all over right down to the roots and very
well groomed.
RES WH; 2 Kane & Campbell PR NANDINAKATTS LOLLIPOP brown tabby and white
Norwegian forest cat just over four years old. I was sorry to have to withhold the
certificate but I did feel that she was too small and this was my reason for not giving the
certificate. Ears are medium in size and well placed with small tufts. Triangular head shape
which is rather short in length and therefore not equilateral. Oval shaped eyes of a green
colour. Level bite. Chin just falling away slightly. White to the paws, chest, muzzle and the
end of the nose. Coat is full and with a nice amount of undercoat, coarse texture can be
felt. A little solid to her back but the rest of the markings are a good black with a fairly
warm copper agouti ground colour. Tail lightly covered and balances with the body.
AC BIRMAN CHAMPION MALE; GR CC; Mlynek & Hayward CH MLYWARD XAVIER seal
tabby lad just over a year old and with a fabulous temperament, he was very hard to asses
because he just wants to be your best friend! Super bone and weight being still quite
young. Medium size ears which are well placed. Cheeks are full and the muzzle is well
formed. Eyes are almost round and showing a good blue colour. Slight dip to the profile.
Level bite. Some undercoat with a soft texture to the body coat and a small amount of
shading to the flanks. Gloves evenly marked. Socks are equal. Gauntlets of the same length
and breadth. Well prepared. Seal brown markings with a nice m to the forehead and lines
across the cheeks, spotted whisker pads. Tabby to the legs.
AC BIRMAN CHAMPION FEMALE; GR CC; Mott CH ADUILO ERIN’S SWEETDREAMS
chocolate female approaching eight years old. A medium sized female with nice substance.
Ears well placed and medium in size. Cheeks showing a good width just a small pinch in the
muzzle. Eyes are medium blue in colour and almost round in shape. Level bite. Medium
length nose with a slight dip in profile. Nicely prepared coat with some undercoat and
silken texture. Body is ivory in colour with the chocolate to the mask being a little dark,
with all the other points showing a very nice chocolate colour. Scalloped gloves. Socks are
level. Gauntlets equal in length and breadth. Tail just reaching the shoulders and is lightly
furnished.
TABBY, SMOKE, CAMEO AND WHITE ADULT; CC withheld 1; Simms MYZANY
VANILLA SPICE tortie smoke and white exotic variant. I was sorry to have to withhold
this certificate but it was down to the grooming, she had stained feet, chest and bib. Nice
bone structure and good weight and not yet a year old. Ears are small in size just a touch
open at the base and well set. Skull well formed. Cheeks nice and full. Level bite and a
short broad nose. Medium orange to nicely rounded eyes. Medium black to the coat along

with pale red, very good contrasts to show the smoke pattern. A short tail which is well
furnished and in proportion to the body.
TABBY, SMOKE, CAMEO & WHITE KITTEN MALE; 1 Rose MESSALA TABBY
TRUFFLES red tabby and white. Short cobby body set low on the legs. Super bone and
weight at only six months old, sturdy little chap. Tiny ears which are placed low on the side
of the head. Well rounded skull. Cheeks are full and round. Bold eyes of a very good copper
which is still coming through. Level bite. Short broad nose with a good stop and nice size
leather and nostrils. Back left and front right leg are solid white. White to the chest and
tummy. Super red to the ground colour with some tabby markings evident just a smidge
darker in colour. Butterfly marking to the shoulders. Lightly marked m to the forehead
with lines across the cheeks. White on his upper lip. Short tail well furnished. Super
grooming. A beautiful kitten who made it a very difficult decision for best of breed.
TABBY, SMOKE, CAMEO & WHITE KITTEN FEMALE; 1 & BOB; Thornburn
BALOOBOO TOUCH OF CLASS four months old and a very pretty brown tabby and white
who has a short cobby body set low on the legs. Dinky ears which are set low on the side of
the head. Skull well rounded. Very good width to the top of the head. Cheeks are full and
round. Level bite. Short broad nose and a good stop. Large round eyes of a very good
copper colour. White on the muzzle. Colour and white to all the limbs. Chest and tummy
also white. The tabby pattern can be seen even though she has a long coat which diffuses
the pattern somewhat. M to the forehead and lines from the corner of the eyes across the
cheeks. Spotted whisker pad to the right hand side. Lovely black markings on a fairly warm
copper ground colour.
TABBY, SMOKE, CAMEO & WHITE NEUTER; BOB; Case GR CH & PR GEMKIN CUPID’S
BEAU blue tabby and white of just over two years old. My choice for best in show neuter
and a stunning lad he is too! Excellent strong bone and very good weight. Ears are small and
well placed. Skull well formed. Cheeks are full with a lovely width. Short broad nose with a
good break. Level bite. Round eyes of a good orange colour. Couple of patches of colour to
his right side. Large patch over the left eye and on the cheeks being much larger than that
on the right. Colour and white to all the limbs. Patch of colour adjacent to the nose.
Gleaming white and the patched areas are showing tabby markings. Short full brush.
Wonderful temperament and a pleasure to handle.
BLUE BIRMAN ADULT MALE; BOB; Miller GR CH ADVENLO FUSHOULU CARSOO over
fourteen years old and in very good condition for his age. Lovely bone structure and good
weight. Ears are medium in size and well placed. Cheeks are quite full and the muzzle well
rounded. Eyes are large and almost round and showing a medium blue colour which is very
good for his age. Profile has a slight dip with a small bump to the nose. A full coat to the
body with very minimal shading. All the points match in the depth of blue colouring. Gloves
are level. Socks evenly matched. Gauntlets broad and even. Tail lightly furnished and just
reaching the shoulders.
BLUE BIRMAN ADULT FEMALE; 1 CC; Porter ESAYA EBENSTAR still very young at
eleven months old, I would like her a bit larger in size and I hope she fills out with time.
She was not too happy either today. Scalloped gloves, socks well matched. Gauntlets are

equal in length and breadth. Clear body coat with some undercoat present and a soft
texture. All the points are well matched in the depth of blue colouring. Tail reaching the
shoulders and is lightly furnished. Well placed ears of a medium size. Cheeks showing a
nice width and just a tiny bit pinched in the muzzle. Level bite. Very good blue colouring to
almost round eyes. Slight dip to the profile.
BLUE BIRMAN NEUTER; 1 PC & BOB; Roberts CH BEAUBRIGHT SNOWANGEL-LILY
just over seven years old. Left sock a touch higher. Gloves evenly matched. Gauntlets are
equal in length and breadth. Lovely strong bone and very good substance. Medium sized
ears which are well positioned. Cheeks are full and just a little pinched in the muzzle
today. Slight dip to the profile and a level bite. Blue colouring to the eyes is a very nice
colour considering her age and the shape is almost round. Clear body coat which is soft in
texture and nicely prepared. Medium blue to all the points which are well matched in the
depth of colour. Tail just reaching the shoulders and is well furnished.
AC ORIENTAL BI COLOUR KITTEN; BOB withheld 1; Brownrigg HEMLOCK SOME LIKE
IT HOT (48h) F 12.11.13 Chocolate tortie and white of four months old. Pretty female and
it is a shame I had to withhold the best of breed but my reason was that I felt she did not
have enough white. Well grown and nicely proportioned for her age. A long svelte body.
Lovely width between the ears which are not quite following the lines of the wedge. A
straight profile and the chin just slants away slightly. Level bite. Ears are large in size and
showing a very nice width at the base. Oriental shaped eyes and a good green colour. Small
oval shaped paws. Tail not quite reaching the shoulder blades and tapering to the tip. A
short and fine textured coat. The coloured areas on the back legs reach down to the
hocks. A few patches of colour to the front legs with white. Not quite a full white collar.
White up her sides on the flanks. A very thin strip of white to the tummy. A couple
patches of chocolate adjacent to the nose. Both colours can be seen to the tail. A very
nice chocolate colour and some varying shades of red to the coloured areas.
AC PERSIAN LIMIT ADULT; 1 Harrop SHAIKIRAH NIGELLA LAWSON tortie spotted
tabby exotic not yet a year old. Ears are a little open. A superb coat, vibrant colours, super
pattern and standing away from the body.
2 Rose TUFTYBEE FRUITLOOPS tortie and white lovely full cheeks and nicely balanced
type. Super red and black vibrant well defined patches to the coat.
3 Wallace KRANEWITTERS TIFFANY orange eyed white.
AC PERSIAN KITTEN; 1 Nicholas GEMKIN DIZZY HEIGHTS red approaching nine
months old. My choice for best kitten, fabulous coat, super red and groomed to perfection.
2 Stevenson SHAKIRAH HART-ATTACK blue tabby colourpoint with an excellent strong
head. Eye colour still developing. Super undercoat to a soft textured clear body coat which
stands away from the body.
3 Ollier OCCLESTONE WINTER MELODY chinchilla.
AC PERSIAN NOVICE NEUTER; 1 White LATIS BIG BEN orange eyed white and a
strapping lad. Very full coat. Deep orange eyes which are nicely rounded in shape. Super
grooming.

AV SLH ADULT; 1 Mlynek & Hayward CH MLYWARD XAVIER seal tabby birman just over
a year old. Very good temperament. Medium blue colouring to the eyes. A full coat with a
limited amount of shading. Soft texture and good tabby markings.
2 Cowan GR CH NOYNAROCK ELANOR black and white Norwegian Forest cat another one
with a wonderful temperament. Straight profile. Large ears which are well placed and with
small tufts.
3 Emery NOYNAROCK JOSHUA-SKOGVENNS brown tabby Norwegian Forest cat.
AC BIRMAN KITTEN; 1 Dobson MAYSULA BLU’MAX blue birman of six months old.
Lovely size and weight and well developed for his age. Cheeks are full and the muzzle nicely
formed. Clear body coat.
2 Wilcox REDSKY COCO CHANEL seal female just a little pinched in the muzzle. Tail
slightly lighter in colour and balances with the body. Just none too happy today and much
happier in the pen.
3 Brown DALTEEMA SAFFRON SKYE cream.
AV TURKISH, SOMALI OR RAGDOLL KITTEN; 1 JHaworth DIZZIPAWS ONESIE seal
mitted eight months old and very well grown. White mittens, back legs and chin. Silken
texture to the coat which was well groomed.
2 Fitzpatrick EMERISLE THUNDER tabby mitted of four months old. A very full coat and
strong tabby markings developing. The muzzle will hopefully fill out a little more. Profile
quite shallow.
3 Scowcroft DIZZIPAWS MISS MAISY blue bi colour.
AC MAINE COON OR NORWEGIAN FOREST KITTEN; 1 Coward NOYNAROCK IGOR
cream silver tabby and white Norwegian Forest cat approaching six months old. Tends to
puff out his whisker pads. Super ear size and set, lovely profile.
2 Gardner LEWSHAN CANDYOFF FELLPURRS cream classic tabby maine coon. Ears set
high with a good width apart and long tufts. Square muzzle just a little more breadth to
the chin to balance.
3 Cowan TITRANS XYKA black and white Norwegian Forest cat.
AC MAINE COON OR NORWEGIAN FORESCT KITTEN; 1 Whittle NOYNAROCK
TILLYAVNORSPIRIT brown tabby and white with excellent well balanced type. Very good
coat for a youngster. Ears well placed and nicely balanced.
2 Emery SKOGVENNS TOMAS silver tabby and white ears just a set a little too wide
apart. Straight profile. Very large and well developed lad with a super coat coming along.
3 Coward NOYNAROCK CAMILLA brown tabby and white.
AC SIAMESE/BALINESE BREEDERS KITTEN; 1 Calloway SIMAZING STEADFAST seal
with lovely large ears well set and wide at the base. Superb texture to the coat which just
has very slight shading in tone with the points.
2 Calloway SIAMAZIN SERENDIPITY seal tabby eight months old and just a little flat on
the top of the head. Very good tabby pattern to all the points. Ears are large and fairly
wide at the base.

AC SIAMESE/BALINESE KITTEN NOT BRED BY EXH; 1 Wroe COSITA BRUNO
TONIOLI blue tabby. Nicely balanced with lovely length to the body and svelte. Well
proportioned body, legs and paws. Some shading to the body.
2 Weatherill STYPERSON SILHOUETTE chocolate tabby, I would like a little more width
to the base of the ears. Straight profile and the chin just slanting away. Very nice
chocolate tabby markings.
3 Gurney-Taylor BELROO MISS TEEQ fawn.
SEAL, BLUE, CHOCOLATE, LILAC SIAMESE/BALINESE NEUTER; 1 Webb TENAJ
MERLIN blue still quite young. Lovely length to the body, soft texture to the coat.
Straight profile. Tiny pinch in the muzzle.
2 Maguire SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS seal with fair width to the ears. Some shading
to the body coat in tone with the points. Strong seal brown. Nice straight profile.

